DISCOVERING NEW HORIZONS

MARK YOUR CALENDAR AND BUY YOUR BADGES TODAY!
10th ANNIVERSARY
March 13-16, 2014
A Gathering of Heroes
Costumes, Gaming, Performances, and More!

The Mishaps and Misadventures of...
DiPPITY DEB!
By: Eddie Medina © 2014

I got my pajamas & towel-cape! Now I'm ready to fight crime!
Your butt flap is open. EEP!!!
Boreman has the ability to bore people to sleep and when they are asleep he beats them and takes them to jail.

TUBEMAN
CHOREOGRAPHER
In Door City

Stop!! Criminals, sounds!

Never, Doorman!

A Robbery

It just will not come out!

Ray's Super Cleaners

Ray Bradshaw
March '94
Twitter Man of useless quotes

Lazy Crew
All alien 100% lazy

We have an octopus thing in charge

We promise to do it later
HELP!! I CAN'T OPEN THIS!

A HERO HEARS THE CRY FOR HELP!
(Concealed face for mystery)

TROUBLE

FACE REVEALED

IT IS I, "CAPTAIN KETCHUP" HERE TO HELP YOU!

HAVE YOU RAN IT UNDER HOT WATER YET?

Dude, you are so lame!

CAPTAIN KETCHUP

Stephan Richter
ANKLE BITER

SHARP BUT DEADLY...

CHERYL RICHTER

THE ADVENTURES OF BRED SHEET MAN AND SHIPPING GIRL

By Dave McQueen
ASSASSINATION
CITY
VS
KIRA KIRA
MAIDS

"THIS FIGHT is meaningless
unless the Maids win.
The blood and guts
will NEVER BE cleaned up"
BYSTANDER
A BODLESS HEAD IN THE CROWD

Bionic "Fire Hair"
Bionic "Malysa"
Bionic "Stone Eyes"
Bionic Mouth/Tears
Bionic Tongue
Bionic Legs
Bionic Arms

By: Arch Aachen
"Who am I?"

"The Bootleg Superhero League"

"They have no powers. (They're useless)"

"Pica!"

"Oh hush, it's just a Splinter"

"But it hurts"
The Adventures of Foam Finger Boy

Money

Cat

FIRE

Puss in Boots

Non-Super Dude

fuggen
enninigton
EVIL BEWARE THE FORMIDABLE POWERS OF...
MENTAL BLOCK

ABLE TO PREVENT EVEN THE MOST SINISTER MINDS FROM COMING UP WITH IDEAS!

INCLUDING HIS CREATOR...

Aleyne Trinidad